The Varying Permeability
Model
By Dan Reinders
(with additional graphics and
animations by Richard Pyle)

An easy explanation for the
mathematically disinclined

First an Introduction to bubbles:
• The pressure of gas in a bubble is equal to the
surrounding hydrostatic pressure, plus a
contribution from the surface tension caused by
water molecules “pulling” together at the bubble
surface.
• The contribution from surface tension is found by
the following formula: PST = 2 /radius
• A bubble about the size of a red blood cell (4 um
radius) has its pressure raised by up to 0.5
atmospheres.
• The smaller the bubble, the greater the surface
tension effect.
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Effect of Surface Tension
Ambient
Pressure:
Pamb = 2 atm
Surface
Tension:
PST = 0.5 atm

Fluid

Internal
Pressure:
Pamb = 2 atm
PST = 0.5 atm
Pbubble = 2.5 atm
Gas

4 µm

Gas diffuses from bubbles
• If the pressure inside a bubble is greater
than the pressure of the DISSOLVED gas in
the surrounding tissue, the bubble will
shrink.
• Conversely if the pressure in the bubble is
less than the tissue dissolved gas pressure
the bubble will grow.
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Gas Diffusion Gradients
Ambient
Pressure:
Pamb = 2 atm
Surface
Tension:
PST = 0.5 atm

Dissolved Gas
(Tissue) Pressure:
Ptis = 3.2
1.6 atm

Pbubble = 2.5 atm
Gas

4 µm

Fluid

Implications
• Except for during decompression, all
bubbles should eventually dissolve, because
surface tension makes the bubble pressure
higher than the surrounding dissolved gas
pressure.
• A person who has not been diving recently
should not have any bubbles.
• In reality, bubbles don’t always dissolve.
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Enter the Varying Permeability Model!
• To explain why bubbles don’t always
dissolve, a lot of ideas have been suggested.
• The best explanation so far is that the tiny
bubbles become stabilized by “surface active
molecules”
• These are molecules that have both a
hydrophobic component and a hydrophilic
component, and embed themselves in the
gas-water interface.
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobicmolecules
moleculesrepel
repelwater,
water,while
whilehydrophilic
hydrophilicmolecules
moleculesare
areattracted
attractedtoto
it.it. Therefore
Thereforemolecules
moleculeswith
withboth
bothends
endswill
willgo
gototothe
thegas-water
gas-waterinterface,
interface,with
with
the
thehydrophobic
hydrophobicend
endinside
insidethe
thegas
gasand
andthe
thehydrophilic
hydrophilicend
endininthe
thewater.
water.

Surface Active Molecules
Hydrophilic
Hydrophobic

Gas

Fluid
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How do “surfactants” stabilize
bubbles?
• Just as the water molecules “pull” towards
each other in surface tension, the surface
active molecules “push” against each other.
• This counteracts the effect of surface
tension, and therefore eliminates the loss of
gas by diffusion.
• No diffusion means no bubble dissolution.
Recall
Recallthat
thatififsurface
surfacetension
tensionisisnegated,
negated,the
thepressure
pressureinside
insidethe
thebubble
bubbleisisequal
equaltotothe
theambient
ambient
pressure.
pressure. IfIfthe
thetissue
tissuepressure
pressureisisequal
equaltotothe
theambient
ambientpressure,
pressure,then
thenthere
thereisisno
nopressure
pressure
gradient
gradientfor
forgas
gasdiffusion.
diffusion.

Surfactants can be thought of as
tiny springs pushing against
each-other at the interface.
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What happens during crushing?
• When a bubble is compressed by
descending, the area available for each
spring lowers. Basically each spring
compresses as it bumps against it’s
neighbors.
• But just like a real spring, eventually it can’t
compress any more - it runs out of travel.
• At this point springs will start popping off
the bubble surface.

• More precisely, it becomes energetically
favorable for a surfactant molecule to leave
the surface rather than to compress further.
• The effect of surface tension is now
countered and the bubble stabilizes at its
new smaller radius.
Note
Notethat
thatatatfirst
first
the
the“springs”
“springs”only
only
compact,
compact,leaving
leaving
less
lessarea
areaper
per
spring.
spring. Once
Once
they
theyreach
reachtheir
their
limit,
limit,then
thenthe
the
excess
excesssprings
springs
detach.
detach.
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Growing Bubbles
• Recall that bubbles grow when the
dissolved gas pressure is greater than the
interior bubble pressure.
• This means that small bubbles require a
greater “super-saturation” in order to be
stimulated into growth, because the effect of
surface tension is proportionally greater for
smaller bubbles.
• Therefore crushed nuclei are better for
divers than uncrushed nuclei.

Wait a second - didn’t you just
say that the surface tension was
negated in the crushed nuclei?
• This would mean that small bubbles
should grow just as easily as large
bubbles.
– But this doesn’t happen! –
• At first the bubble expands, but then the
springs “lose contact” with each-other,
so they can’t push against each-other,
and the effect from the surfactant
molecules is lost.
• Thus, surface tension reigns supreme.

Recall
Recallthat
thatthe
the
pressure
pressure
required
requiredfor
for
inflation,
inflation,the
the
surface
surface
pressure,
pressure,isis
2*gamma/radius.
2*gamma/radius.
Therefore
Thereforethe
the
smaller
smallerbubbles
bubbles
require
requireaagreater
greater
super-saturation,
super-saturation,
even
eventhough
though
both
bothare
areinitially
initially
stabilized.
stabilized.
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Do surfactants have any other effects?
• Yes - they form a barrier to diffusion.
• The closer they are squeezed together, the
stronger the barrier to diffusion.

Kunkle vs. Yount
• There are two main bubble surfactant
models out there:
• One by Dr. Thomas Kunkle
• One by Dr. David Yount
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Kunkle’s model
• Assumes that when surfactants leave the
bubble they don’t return or interact in any
way.
• Fully accounts for the “springiness” of the
springs.
• The diffusion barrier strength depends on
the space available for each surfactant.

Yount’s Model
• Assumes that there is a reservoir of
surfactants “hanging around” just outside
the bubble.
• Accounts for the transfer of surfactant
molecules between the reservoir and the
bubble surface.
• Uses “unspringy springs”, the springs either
don’t push back or else push back at their
“popping-off” threshold. They act more
like billiard balls than springs.
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Surfactant Reservoir
Fluid
Reservoir

Surfactant Layer
Gas

Note
Notethat
thatonly
onlythe
thesurfactants
surfactantsininthe
thesurfactant
surfactantlayer
layercan
canoppose
opposesurface
surfacetension,
tension,those
thoseinin
the
thereservoir
reservoirare
arenot
notaligned
alignedand
andcan’t
can’t“push
“pushback”.
back”.

What’s the deal with
“Varying Permeability”?
• The surfactants either don’t form a diffusion
barrier, or completely block diffusion.
• This “impermeability” occurs after about
300 fsw of compression, so is not really a
concern for most divers.
• An impermeable bubble won’t be crushed
as much as a permeable bubble because gas
doesn’t diffuse out as it shrinks.
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The Reservoir

• The VPM also accounts for an electrostatic
force between the reservoir and the surface.

The Electrostatic Forces
• The pressure balance equation is:
Pbubble + (2 c/radius) – B
= Pamb + 2 /radius
• B is the sum of various electrical and
chemical attractions and repulsions.
•
c accounts for the springy “push back”
effect of the surfactants.
Gamma-C
Gamma-Cisisthe
themaximum
maximum“anti-surface
“anti-surfacetension”
tension”that
thatthe
thesurfactants
surfactantscan
canwithstand
withstandbefore
before
popping
poppingout
outofofthe
thereservoir.
reservoir. Note
Notethat
thatthis
thisdoesn’t
doesn’thave
havetotoequal
equalthe
thesurface
surfacetension
tensionitself,
itself,
since
sincethe
theBBterm
termcan
canmake
makeup
upthe
thedifferences.
differences.
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What we need to know about
bubble crushing.
• We assume that the gas pressure in the bubble
is equal to the outside tissue pressure - aka
diffusive equilibrium.
• Ignoring oxygen effects, this means that
Pbubble is equal to Pambient, because Pambient
would equal the dissolved gas pressure (Pdis).
Note
Notethat
thatthings
thingsare
arestill
stillsimple
simpleififthe
theambient
ambientpressure
pressuredoesn’t
doesn’tequal
equalthe
thetissue
tissue
dissolved
dissolvedgas
gaspressure.
pressure. ItItjust
justmeans
meansthat
thatdifferent
differentvalues
valuesofofBB(previous
(previousslide)
slide)
are
arerequired.
required.

• Using the pressure equation:
before crushing:
Ptis + 2 c/ro - Bo = Psurface + 2 /ro
after crushing:
Ptis + 2 c/rcrush - Bcrush=Pdepth+ 2 /rcrush
• Where Ptis is the dissolved gas pressure (assumed
equal to Psurface), ro is the initial radius, and rcrush
is the final radius.
• Setting Bo equal to Bcrush gives us the equation for
the crushed radius.
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The CRUSHING formula:
Pcrush = Pdepth - Ptis
CF = Crush factor = 2 (

c

-

)

rcrush = 1/((Pcrush/CF) + 1/ro)

The Meta-Stable state
• A different B value is used as the tissue
saturates, to represent the nuclei forming a
semi-stable state.
• The nuclei are exponentially restored to
their original size as surfactants return from
the reservoir to the interface.
• This process occurs over many days, but
may occur faster in living organisms.
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Decompression and Nuclei
• Even a bubble not stimulated to growth will
expand with a drop in ambient pressure.
• The same equations are used:
During saturation:
Pdis + 2 c/rs - Bs = Pdepth+ 2 /rs
After decompression:
Pdis + 2 c/rd - Bd=Psurface+ 2 /rd
• The s subscript refers to saturation, d refers to
decompression.

Bubble Growth
• Bubbles grow when the super-saturation
pressure is greater than 2 /radius (surface
tension).
• Note that nuclei growth during
decompression makes it easier for nuclei to
evolve into full-fledged bubbles.
• All of the previous equations can be
combined to find the smallest bubble
stimulated into growth.
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Bubble Numbers:
• The VPM predicts that there is an
exponential distribution of nuclei - lots of
small ones and a few big ones.
• The number of nuclei stimulated into
growth is related to the minimum size
stimulated into growth by the following
equation:
Nstimulated = Ntotal (e - K * rstimulated )

Take Home Messages
• Greater super-saturation stimulates more
bubbles into growth
• Greater crushing pressures help minimise
the number of stimulated bubbles
• Saturation decompressions must be more
conservative to allow for the loss of the
crushing effects.
After
Afteraareally
reallylong
longsaturation
saturationdive,
dive,all
allofofthe
thecrushed
crushednuclei
nucleihave
havebeen
beenrestored
restoredtototheir
theiroriginal
original
size.
size. This
Thismeans
meansthat
thatthey’re
they’refar
fareasier
easiertoto“grow”
“grow”than
thanare
arenuclei
nucleion
onregular
regularrecreational
recreationaldives.
dives.
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VPM and dive tables
• There is a lot of confusion about how the
VPM is integrated in dive models.
• The concept is actually quite simple, but
this simplicity is somewhat hidden by the
elegant procedures used to generate the dive
tables.
The
TheVPM
VPMuses
usesan
aniterative
iterativeroot
rootfinding
findingprocedure
procedurewhich
whichconverges
convergeson
onthe
theoptimal
optimalstaging
staging
procedure
procedurevery
veryquickly,
quickly,however
howeverthis
thisprocedure
procedurecan
canlook
lookaalittle
little“intimidating”
“intimidating”and
andhides
hidesthe
thefact
fact
that
thatall
allthat
thatisishappening
happeningisisthat
thatthe
theallowed
allowedtissue
tissuegradient
gradientisisgradually
graduallybeing
beingincreased
increaseduntil
until
the
thetotal
totalpermitted
permittedgas
gasvolume
volumeisisreached
reachedinineach
eachcompartment.
compartment.

Minimum Bubble Number
• The VPM assumes that there is a minimum bubble
number (regardless of bubble size) that can be
tolerated without decompression sickness.
• If this is true, then keeping the super-saturation
below that required to stimulate the critical
number of nuclei should prevent decompression
sickness.
This
Thishypothesis
hypothesiswas
wasconceived
conceivedbecause
becausethe
theVPM
VPMdoesn’t
doesn’ttell
tellus
usthe
thesize
sizeofofbubbles,
bubbles,only
only
how
howmany
manyare
arestimulated
stimulatedinto
intogrowth.
growth. Dr.
Dr.Yount
Younthowever
howevernoticed
noticedthat
thatthe
theDCS
DCSincidence
incidence
was
wasquite
quitestrongly
stronglycorrelated
correlatedwith
withthe
thenumber
numberofofbubbles
bubblespredicted
predictedtotogrow
growby
bythe
theVPM.
VPM. The
The
VPM
VPMpredicted
predictedaastraight
straightline
linerelationship
relationshipofofsuper-saturation
super-saturationvs.
vs.crushing
crushingpressure,
pressure,and
andthis
this
isiswhat
whatisisobserved
observedininpractice.
practice. Other
Othermodels
modelspredicted
predictedthis
thistoo,
too,but
butwhat
whatwas
wasparticularly
particularly
interesting
interestingwas
wasthat
thatthe
theVPM
VPMalso
alsopredicted
predictedaacurvature
curvatureofofthis
thisline
lineas
asthe
thecrushing
crushingpressure
pressure
approached
approachedthe
theimpermeable
impermeableregime.
regime. This
Thiswas
wasactually
actuallyobserved
observedininrats
ratssubjected
subjectedtoto
extreme
extremepressure
pressurechanges,
changes,though
thoughititisisunclear
unclearififthe
theobserved
observedcurvature
curvatureisisdue
duetoto
impermeability
impermeabilityor
orother
otherfactors
factorsrelating
relatingtotothe
theseverity
severityofofthe
thedives.
dives.
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• This assumption works great for saturation
exposures, but is too conservative for
normal (no-deco/mild deco) dives.
• Solution - assume that there is a maximum
volume of gas that is allowed, ONLY
counting nuclei from below a critical
radius

AAconstant
constantbubble
bubble
number
numberlimit
limitwould
would
require
requireeither
eitherVERY
VERY
conservative
conservative
recreational
recreationaldiving,
diving,
or
orVERY
VERYdangerous
dangerous
saturation
saturationdiving.
diving.
The
Thesolution
solutionwas
wastoto
have
a
mixed
have a mixedlimit
limit
process,
process,where
wherethe
the
phase
phaselimit
limitisis
important
importantfor
forshort
short
dives,
dives,but
butwhere
wherethe
the
limit
limitconverges
convergestoto
the
theconstant
constantbubble
bubble
limit
limitpredicted
predictedfor
for
saturation
saturationdiving.
diving.
This
Thisphase
phaselimit
limit
makes
makessome
some
intuitive
intuitivesense,
sense,ititisis
conceivable
conceivablethat
thatthe
the
body
bodycan
canwithstand
withstand
more
morefree
freebubbles
bubbles
for
foraashort
shorttime
timethan
than
ititcould
couldwithstand
withstand
indefinitely.
indefinitely.

Half-times and bubble growth
• “Fast tissues” remove inert gas faster than slow
tissues, meaning that bubbles don’t have time to
grow as big as they do in slow tissues.
• Initially the bubbles grow faster because of the
typically higher pressure difference, but this is
greatly outweighed by the quick removal of source
gas.
There
Thereisiscompetition
competitionbetween
betweenbubbles
bubblesand
andblood
bloodfor
forthe
thegas
gasininthe
thetissues.
tissues. Bubbles
Bubblesininfast
fast
tissues
tissuesrun
runout
outofofgas
gasfor
forgrowth
growthmuch
muchsooner
soonerthan
thanbubbles
bubblesininslow
slowtissues.
tissues. However
Howevermost
most
dive
divetables
tablesallow
allowaahigher
highergradient
gradientininthe
thefast
fasttissues,
tissues,precisely
preciselybecause
becausethe
thebubbles
bubblescan’t
can’tgrow
grow
as
asfast.
fast. However
Howeverthis
thishigher
highergradient
gradientthat
thatnormally
normallyisisallowed
allowedmeans
meansthat
thatbubbles
bubblesininfast
fast
tissues
tissuesinitially
initiallygrow
growfaster
fasterthan
thanthose
thoseininslow
slowtissues
tissues(even
(eventhough
thoughininthe
theend
endthe
theslow
slowtissue
tissue
bubbles
bubblesusually
usuallygrow
growbigger).
bigger).
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Many small or few big
• This critical volume concept means fast
tissues can have lots of small bubbles, while
slow tissues can have hardly any bubbles
above the minimum number.
• A greater super-saturation is allowed for
fast tissues.
Faster
Fastertissues
tissueshave
havehigher
higher
allowed
gradients.
allowed gradients. These
These
gradients
gradientsstimulate
stimulatemany
manymore
more
bubbles
bubblesinto
intogrowth,
growth,but
but
because
becausethe
thebubbles
bubblesare
aresmall
small
the
themaximum
maximumfree
freegas
gaslimit
limitisis
still
stillmaintained.
maintained.

Increasing Gradients
• The VPM starts out by just
stimulating the minimum safe
number of bubbles.
• The maximum allowed supersaturation is then increased, and the
volume of excess gas in each
compartment is compared to the
maximum permitted.
• If it is less than allowed, the supersaturation is increased again and
again, until the compartment
maximum is reached.

As
Asan
anexample
exampleofofhow
how
this
thisworks,
works,imagine
imagine
that
thataagradient,
gradient,Gmin,
Gmin,
just
juststimulates
stimulatesthe
the
“safe”
“safe”bubbles,
bubbles,
leaving
leaving“Vlim”
“Vlim”as
asthe
the
amount
amountofoffree
freegas
gas
allowed.
allowed. The
Thenext
next
cycle
cyclewould
wouldallow
allowaa
gradient
gradientofof150%
150%
Gmin,
Gmin,leaving
leaving50%
50%ofof
Vlim
Vlimleft
leftover.
over. The
The
next
nextcycle
cyclemight
mightallow
allow
180%
180%ofofGmin,
Gmin,
leaving
leaving20%
20%ofofVlim
Vlim
left
leftover.
over. Eventually
Eventuallyitit
converges
convergestoto212%
212%ofof
Gmin
Gminwith
withno
noVVleft
left
over.
over. At
Atthis
thispoint
pointthe
the
phase
phaselimit
limitisismet.
met.
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Does the VPM apply?
• It certainly has shown that it can be used to
generate successful dive tables.
• It has some support from human and animal
data.
• It has apparently been successful during
data fitting by Dr. Wienke with the new
Reduced Gradient Bubble Model.

Other candidate models
• Many of the successes of the VPM (deeper
predicted decompression stops, etc) can also
be explained by models of diffusive bubble
growth and “phase equilibrium” models
(where there is an excess of available nuclei
for the gas to grow into bubbles).
• Impossible at present to tell which model is
correct, so best to reserve judgement.
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Other ways to stabilize nuclei
• Hydrophobic crevices can also form nuclei
(you see this in your beer glass).
• It is clear that nuclei are NOT forming out
of pure water, that would require supersaturation’s greater than the depth of the
ocean.
• Short-lived nuclei can also be continuously
created by stresses in muscles and joints.
These nuclei may only be partially
stabilized, and have a life-span of minutes
to hours

Creation of new nuclei
• Note that the VPM doesn’t
deal with creation of new
nuclei, only with the
stabilization of those created
nuclei.
• These nuclei, created by
stresses during movement, are
likely to be the reason why
decompression sickness is
more likely if exercise is
performed prior to or during
decompression.

Dr.
Dr.Powell
PowellofofNASA
NASAhas
hasdone
doneaa
significant
significantamount
amountofofresearch
research
into
intothis.
this. ItItturns
turnsout
outthat
thatbend
bend
resistance
resistancecan
canbe
begreatly
greatly
increased
increasedby
bycomplete
completebed
bedrest
rest
for
forseveral
severalhours
hourstotodays
daysprior
prior
totodecompression.
decompression. ItItisisalso
also
shown
shownthat
thateven
evendoing
doingaafew
few
stair
stairsteps
stepscan
canincrease
increasethe
the
chances
chancesofofdecompression
decompression
sickness.
sickness. He’s
He’salso
alsofound
foundthat
that
the
theright
rightshoulder
shoulderforms
formsbubbles
bubbles
more
moreeasily
easilythan
thanthe
theleft,
left,since
since
this
thisshoulder
shoulderisistypically
typicallymore
more
active.
active. However
Howeveritithas
hasalso
also
been
shown
that
MILD
been shown that MILDexercise
exercise
during
duringdecompression
decompression
decreases
decreasesthe
therisk
riskofofthe
thebends
bends
by
byincreasing
increasingthe
theremoval
removalofof
gas
gasfrom
fromthe
thetissues.
tissues.
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Exercise and nuclei
Per Cent Of Subjects With DCS
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DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN HUMAN SUBJECTS
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1 step/15 minutes
5 Steps/ 15 minutes
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After Ferris et al., Committee on Aviation Medicine, Report 363, 1943

The effect of exercise is shown
above, aviators who did step
exercises had greater incidences of
decompression sickness.
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This
Thisdata
dataisisfrom
fromWWII,
WWII,
when
whenhigh
highaltitude
altitudebombing
bombing
made
madeunderstanding
understandingaviation
aviation
decompression
decompressionsickness
sicknessaa
strategic
strategicpriority.
priority. Dr.
Dr.Powell
Powell
has
hasposted
postedtwo
twopapers
paperson
on
the
thedecompression
decompressionlist’s
list’sFTP
FTP
site,
site,one
oneofofwhich
whichisisthe
the
source
sourceofofthis
thisgraph.
graph.

Does that mean I should rest on
the deco-line?
• Not necessarily.
• It is true that exercise creates more nuclei.
• But exercise also increases the removal of
gas from tissues, and has been found to be
beneficial in some studies.
• What is clear is that strenuous exercise must
be avoided.
• It is not clear when and where mild exercise
should or should not be performed
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Model of the Future?
• Current evidence suggests that both
stabilized, VPM style nuclei and short lived,
movement generated nuclei are important in
decompression sickness.
• These two effects operate on long term and
short term time scales.
• The model of the future will likely account
for both of these effects

Bottom line
• Both phase equilibrium, diffusive bubble
growth and VPM models have been used to
successfully generate dive tables.
• All of these models make suggestions of the
same nature (deeper stops and lower supersaturations), so we don’t really have a way
to discriminate amongst them.
• But because they make similar suggestions,
any of these bubble models is likely to be
superior to standard “Haldanean” tables.
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Conclusion
• VPM recommendations make sense from a
variety of perspectives.
• Surfactant stabilized micronuclei may or
may not prove to be a key player in human
decompression sickness, but regardless the
pioneering work of Kunkle and Yount has
greatly broadened our understanding of how
bubbles form and stabilize - their
contribution should not be underestimated.
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